
PORTRAIT PREDICTOR Report1

for

T. Falcon Napier

This report provides a prediction of how you may think and act in responding to life’s situ-
ations. You are encouraged to use this information as a guide for self-improvement and growth.
Your personality portrait is defined from an analysis of the 42 most/least choices you made in re-
sponding to our survey. The results clarify and validate your uniqueness as an individual having
your own set of feelings, attitudes and behaviors. More fully understanding yourself in this way
will guide you toward the best behaviors and choices in adapting to your environment. Learn and
grow from your self-discoveries.

The four primary colors are used in the Portrait Predictor to facilitate fast, easy identification
of your personality type. These colors are found in the graphics and narrative of the report. The
colors are related to the four D-I-S-C types as follows:

Direct — Red
Inspire — Yellow
Support — Blue
Correct — Green

Claim and celebrate your color in the discovery process.

1 c© Copyright 2002, 2005, 2006 Strategic Team-Makers Inc.
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Portrait Predictor

Name: T. Falcon Napier

Portrait Theme: Correct Descriptor: Calculator Code: 43/CS

Description: Personally friendly and sensitive to all points of view
Brings people together in harmony
Weighs words before speaking, providing accurate messages
Gives careful attention to detail and accuracy

Strengths: Can sense and prevent problems before they occur
Completes tasks on schedule
Holds to high standards and expects others to follow them

Growth Areas: Be more creative by letting go, taking risks, being less cautious
Try new and different ways to vary your routine
Face conflicts by more directly expressing your opposing views

Style Overview

Teaming: A team player supporting consistency and harmony
Focus: Details, accuracy, adhering to the policies and rules
Frustrations: People who won’t follow rules and test the limits
Motivated by: A detailed, defined plan to follow with affirmation for doing it correctly
Threatened by: Unexpected changes and lack of definition

Comfort Zone: Conflict free environment with clear detail and directions for pursuing the goals

Challenge Zone: Absence of direction with little respect for rules and regulations

Motivator: We can count on you for doing it right!

Key Questions: How do you handle conflict with another person?
What do you do when someone does not completely follow the rules?
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Application Guide
[C] Correct

T. Falcon Napier, your Portrait Predictor Theme is [C] Correct. This type is cautious,
carefully considering all the data to avoid errors and omissions. You bring stability, looking at all
the details with a focus on accuracy. Your serious, critical analysis gives respect for compliance to
established standards. As a potential limitation, you may be misperceived as resistant to new ideas
through your strong focus on the practical side.

Your favorite world is:
the practical, detailed side with compliance to standards

Others see you as:
serious, data-focused, and accurate

As a C, you relate best to:

You like to hear people tell you:
you captured every detail with no mistakes or omissions

You lead by:
defining what needs to be done, often remaining behind the scenes

You follow best by:
being given clear instructions with the information to do it

Your greatest desire is:
to solve a problem, achieving results from research of data

Your greatest fears are:
moving too quickly without adequately examining the facts

You are most frustrated by:
hunches and possibilities, insufficiently supported with solid information

You thrive on:
accuracy and completion
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Tune Into Type
Orchestrating Your Style

T. Falcon Napier, in reviewing your portrait profile you may wish to increase or decrease
aspects of your personality style allowing you to enhance your effectiveness in various situations.
Behavior (the way you act) and Attitude (the way you think) can be modified. These modifications
are made by intentionally adjusting your behavior and attitudes to your desired perspective. This
process is referred to as orchestrating your style. The following coaching tips are offered to assist
you in making these adjustments.
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Portrait Predictor Team Grid

T. Falcon Napier, your place on the grid is indicated with a star, and identifies your
position in relation to the 20 DISC types. Add co-workers as you find out their positions, and
consider how you relate to them.

In viewing the four quadrants, note that the horizontal pairs share pace. Persons of
types in the red and yellow quadrants typically move at a faster pace towards task completion than
persons of types in the green and blue quadrants. Conversely, persons of types in the green and
blue quadrants typically treat the processes of work in a careful and deliberate manner.

The vertical pairs share focus. Typically, persons of types in the red and green quad-
rants focus on the task at hand, whereas persons of types in the yellow and blue quadrants focus
more on the processes whereby that task will be done. The five subtypes in each quadrant form a
microcosm of the whole according to how much they share some of the characteristics of types in
the other quadrants.
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